
Monero CryptoBill Instructions: 
1. If you would like to send Monero to your Crypto Bill before giving it, scan the public key QR code 

with a wallet application. Then, send the desired amount of Monero to the associated public key. 
  
2. Give this gift of crypto just like you would give cash, and it’s ready to use.  

3. Leave the Private Key QR Code covered for now, and download the free app “Cake Wallet for 
XMR Monero” from the App Store. 

4. Once Cake Wallet has been downloaded, open it. You will be greeted by a Terms of Service 
agreement. Read it, then click accept. 

5. You will now see two options, to create a new wallet, or to restore your a wallet. Select Restore, 
then select “Next” under the “Restore from seed/keys section”. 

6. You will now be asked to set your PIN. It is recommended that you choose the 6-digit pin in the top 
right corner, and only store your PIN on a physical piece of paper stored in a secure location (like a 
safe) for maximum security. 

7. Now select “Next” under the “Restore from keys” section. You will need to choose a wallet name 
that is less than 16 characters. The “Address” section is the Public Key QR code section of your 
CryptoBill. Cake does not have a built-in QR reader, so you can scan the Public Key QR code with 
your mobile phone camera and past the text into the Address section.  

8. Now we will be uncover the private keys. Simply scratch off the holographic sticker covering the 
“PRIVATE KEYS” QR code with a coin or other small, hard object. XMR is unique in that there is a 
“Spend” private key and a “View” private key. Repeat the process of scanning each private key, 
pasting them into the appropriate line in Cake Wallet. Make sure you keep the private keys hidden 
from preying eyes - a bad actor with access to your private key has access to your funds.  

9. If you have sent XMR to this wallet, make sure that you note the date that it was sent so you know 
what date to restore the wallet from. If you are unsure, you can always just restore from 
blockheight 1 to ensure that all funds sent to the XMR wallet are recovered. Next, click Recover. 

10. The blockchain will now sync with Cake Wallet. Once the synchronization process is complete, 
please keep your CryptoBill in a secure location, preferably a fireproof safe. A bad actor with 
access to your private key has access to your funds. 

11. Please note that your balance will show up only after the transaction has been confirmed; this may 
take as short as 30 seconds, up to multiple hours if you sync from blockheight 1. 

12. Most important step. HOLD ON TO YOUR Monero. 

Optional:  
Private Key: 

Notes:


